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Airports of the future: FREQUENTIS and German Aerospace Center
to bring multiple remote tower operations to the next level
Multiple Remote Tower Modules develop at fast-pace and will eventually replace traditional air
traffic control (ATC) towers. Located in a remote tower centre, the modules aim to allow the
control of several different airports, with varying complexity, from a remote location. This will
also allow the centralisation of air traffic services (ATS) and the combining of resources at
different airports, providing efficiency gains. Developed within the framework of SESAR, a
prototype was set up and tested by Frequentis and the German Aerospace Center (DLR) during
validation exercises in Germany, with highlights shown during the SESAR online open day
hosted by Frequentis at the end of 2021.
A remote tower centre is operated by a pool of air traffic control officers (ATCOs), who provide their
services to airports on demand. When combining resources in a single centre, controllers can also
assist each other if the traffic at a particular airport peaks. Even air traffic services at medium airports
could benefit by connecting to a large remote tower centre as they could operate more efficiently, while
helping the ATCOs’ to better balance their workload using sophisticated role management. The concept
draws on a range of advanced technology, including high-definition cameras, infrared, and pan-tiltzoom cameras to deliver the information the controller wants to see in real time. Video camera data can
be integrated with existing surveillance sources to identify and track targets, perhaps in a separate box
with an illustration.

Multiple Remote Tower Modules will displace traditional ATC towers
“I am confident that remote tower centres are the future”, says Jörn Jakobi, Business Development and
Project Manager at DLR, “They are the natural progression of traditional aerodrome towers; the
validation has shown the concept’s potential.”
In November 2021, DLR and Frequentis validated a remote tower centre prototype with 15 simulated
airports controlled remotely by Lithuanian and Polish ATCOs. Two real Multiple Remote Tower Modules
were set up to handle traffic at up to six airports, while nine additional airports and ATCOs were
simulated for the supervisor position. The supervisor managed the modules making decisions on staff
assignment based on upcoming traffic information, weather situations, availability of staff, and other
occurrences potentially interfering with the daily routine. Weather and traffic-related warnings will allow
the supervisor to quickly recognise changes and take immediate action.
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During these trials, the newly developed supervisor tool for large remote tower centres showed its great
potential. It will play a vital part for the controllers and supervisors in the new working environments,
allowing them to cope with the increasing complexity of optimal resourcing.
The validation took place in the remote tower laboratory at the DLR Institute of Flight Guidance in
Braunschweig, Germany. DLR, Frequentis, and the Lithuanian and Polish Air Navigation Service
Providers Oro Navigacija and PANSA conducted multiple trials with the ATCOs, alternating in their
roles as an ATCO and Supervisor. The remote tower modules included panorama screens simulating
traffic for up to three airports, Frequentis’ smartSTRIPS, and the planning tool. The positions were
supplemented with a notification board for quick and silent communication between the ATCOs and
their supervisor, configurable to support event triggered messaging. The system was based on the
latest Frequentis MosaiX platform to share all information and exchange data in between applications.
Additionally, it could be demonstrated that a correlation and fusion of electro-optical and traditional
surveillance detections, and therefore possible safety net improvements, can enhance the situational
awareness of the ATCOs.

Successful SESAR Multi Remote Tower Online Open Day
A few days after the concluded validation exercises, during an on-site Open Day in Germany,
Frequentis hosted the SESAR PJ.05-35 Multi Remote Tower Online Open Day to show the highlights of
the validation related to SESAR 2020 solution PJ.05-W2-35 ‘Multiple Remote Tower and Remote
Tower Centre’.
“The online event focused on the supervisor position and its advanced planning tools to optimise the
allocation of aerodromes, ATCOs, and operator working positions for large Remote Tower Centres with
multiple connected aerodromes. It was rounded off by a panel discussion with our project partners DLR
and the Lithuanian and Polish Air Navigation Service Providers Oro Navigacija and PANSA, who
shared valuable practical views. We are very much looking forward to the further development of this
solution”, says Regina Bruzek, Product Sales Manager at Frequentis.
A video with insights of the validation and its setting can be found here; the recording of the Online
Open Day can be watched here.
This project has received funding from the SESAR Joint Undertaking under the European Union's Horizon 2020 research
and innovation programme under grant agreement No 874470.
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A Remote Tower Centre prototype was set up to control 15 simulated airports as realistically
as possible from a remote location. © DLR

About FREQUENTIS
Frequentis, headquartered in Vienna, is a global supplier of communication and information systems for control centres
with safety-critical tasks. Such 'control centre solutions' are developed and marketed by Frequentis in the business
sectors Air Traffic Management (civil and military air traffic control, air defence) and Public Safety & Transport (police, fire
brigade, ambulance services, shipping, railways). As a global player, Frequentis operates a worldwide network of
branches, subsidiaries, and local representatives in more than 50 countries. Products and solutions from Frequentis can
be found in over 40,000 operator working positions and in more than 150 countries.
Founded in 1947, Frequentis considers itself to be the global market leader in voice communication systems for air traffic
control with a market share of around 30%. In addition, the Frequentis Group's AIM (aeronautical information
management) and AMHS (aeronautical message handling) systems, as well as GSM-R dispatcher working positions for
Public Transport are industry leading solutions.
The shares of Frequentis AG are traded on the Vienna and Frankfurt Stock Exchange under the ticker symbol FQT
(ISIN: ATFREQUENT09). In 2020, the Frequentis Group generated revenues of EUR 299.4 million and EBIT of EUR
26.8 million. Following the transaction with L3Harris, the number of employees is around 2,100.
For more information, please visit www.frequentis.com.
Vanessa Kollwig, Corporate Communications & Marketing, Frequentis AG,
vanessa.kollwig@frequentis.com, +43 (1) 81150 1462
Barbera Fuerchtegott, Head of Communications/Company Spokesperson, Frequentis AG,
barbara.fuerchtegott@frequentis.com, +43 1 81150-4631
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About DLR (German Aerospace Center)
DLR is the Federal Republic of Germany’s research centre for aeronautics and space. We conduct research and
development activities in the fields of aeronautics, space, energy, transport, security and digitalisation. The German
Space Agency at DLR plans and implements the national space programme on behalf of the federal government. Two
DLR project management agencies oversee funding programmes and support knowledge transfer.
Climate, mobility and technology are changing globally. DLR uses the expertise of its 55 research institutes and facilities
to develop solutions to these challenges. Our 10,000 employees share a mission – to explore Earth and space and
develop technologies for a sustainable future. In doing so, DLR contributes to strengthening Germany’s position as a
prime location for research and industry.
For more information, please visit: https://www.dlr.de/fl/en/
Jasmin Begli, Public Relations, German Aerospace Center (DLR),
jasmin.begli@dlr.de, +49-531 295-2108
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